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A theoretical account of the auditory recognition
process is given in terms of the information in a
preperceptual image and the time it is available
for perceptual processing Necessary distinctions
are drawn between auditory detection, recogni-
tion, and short-term memory [The Science Citation
Indexa (SCI~’)and the Social Sciences Citation In-
deaD (SSCID) indicate that this paper has been
cited in over 140 publications since 19721
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When I was notified that a publication of
mine was identified as one of the most-cited
items in its field, my first terrifying thought
was that I was citing my own work too fre-
quently. This is not the case for the paper in
question, however, since most of my re-
search areas after the cited paper have been
“something completely different,” to steal a
phrase from Monty Python.

As a graduate student and a postdoctoral
fellow, I was impressed with the informa-
tion-processing framework as a heuristic for
psychological inquiry. Performance in any
domain could be conceptualized as involv-
ing a set of processing stages, and it is impor-

tant to isolate and define the nature of the
information and the operations performed
on it at each stage of processing. This
paradigm has major implications for experi-
ment and theory. The primary one in my
mind was that it served as an organizational
framework to relate disparate areas of inves-
tigation previously believed to be con-
cerned with fundamentally different psycho-
logical questions.

My interest in auditory perception
evolved from my thesis research on memory
for pitch, a situation chosen to eliminate the
possibility of subvocal rehearsal during the
forgetting interval. It became apparent that
memory performance was as much depen-
dent upon “perception” as memory, and this
realization clarified previous studies of ver-
bal memory.’ I pursued the study of audito-
ry perception utilizing many of the concepts
developed in the visual information-process-
ing area
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and quickly discovered the widely

different approaches to the study of the
problem. The approaches ranged from the
highly sensory orientation of psychoacous-
tics to the study of the auditory modality in
memory tasks. The goal of the cited paper
was to review the relevant literature across
these areas and to provide a single theoreti-
cal account of phenomena rarely related to
one another.

Why choose such a project for a Wiscon-
sin summer after a long, cold winter’s first
year of teaching? Although we had a gigan-
tic garden on our new country land, weeding
wasn’t a problem and there was much time
for library research. (There seems to be less
time for such endeavors today.) The project
and its apparent success provided a model
for employing a similar organization for a
textbook.
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The frequent citation of the publication is
probably due to the value of the informa-
tion-processing framework for clearly ex-
pressing psychological facts and to the
paper capturing the state of the art for the
following decade. Although some of the
central themes have since been hotly debat-
ed, criticized, and supported, the endeavor
has been healthy and progressive. The most
encouraging outcome has been the general
success of the theoretical framework even
when extended beyond its original do-
main
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